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	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_(entertainer) [image: ]
the 25 most powerful women of the past century madonna 1958 present
↳http://www.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,2029774_2029776_2031853,00.html [image: ]	0.28	0.47	0.1	yes	1412	891	265	93	2	2	q -> the 25 most powerful women of the past century madonna 1958 present
www.time.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_(entertainer) [image: ]
the american recording industry announces its artists of the century
↳https://web.archive.org/web/20070930200852/http://www.riaa.com/newsitem.php?news_year_filt [image: ]	0.28	0.47	0.09	yes	1412	891	265	93	2	2	q -> the american recording industry announces its artists of the century
web.archive.org
	https://www.historians.org/publications-and-directories/american-historical-review [image: ]
reading tree in nature s nation toward a field guide to sylvan literacy in the nineteenth century united
↳http://ahr.oxfordjournals.org/content/121/4/1114.full [image: ]	0.28	0.86	0	no	-1	-1	-1	-1	0	0	q -> reading tree in nature s nation toward a field guide to sylvan literacy in the nineteenth century united
ahr.oxfordjournals.org
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanye_West [image: ]
kanye west is the most important artist of the 21st century
↳http://www.complex.com/music/2013/06/kanye-west-is-the-most-important-artist-of-the-21st-c [image: ]	0.28	0.57	0.07	yes	1230	856	376	133	2	2	q -> kanye west is the most important artist of the 21st century
www.complex.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States [image: ]
village voice 100 best films of the 20th century 2001
↳http://www.filmsite.org/villvoice.html [image: ]	0.28	0.91	0	yes	2809	2157	608	292	2	2	q -> village voice 100 best films of the 20th century 2001
www.filmsite.org
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States [image: ]
murders rose at their fastest pace in a quarter century last year
↳http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/murders-rose-at-their-fastest-pace-in-a-quarter-centur [image: ]	0.28	0.91	0	yes	2809	2157	608	292	2	2	q -> murders rose at their fastest pace in a quarter century last year
fivethirtyeight.com
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States [image: ]
a first look at the literacy of america s adults in the 21st century
↳http://nces.ed.gov/NAAL/PDF/2006470.PDF [image: ]	0.28	0.91	0	yes	2809	2157	608	292	2	2	q -> a first look at the literacy of america s adults in the 21st century
nces.ed.gov
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States [image: ]
work in the late 19th century
↳http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/presentationsandactivities/presentations/ti [image: ]	0.28	0.91	0	yes	2809	2157	608	292	2	2	q -> work in the late 19th century
www.loc.gov
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dyslexia [image: ]
jean martin charcot s role in the 19th century study of music aphasia
↳http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/content/136/5/1662 [image: ]	0.28	0.74	0.06	yes	685	409	178	28	1	1	q -> jean martin charcot s role in the 19th century study of music aphasia
brain.oxfordjournals.org
	http://www.utilitarian.net/hume/ [image: ]
david hume and eighteenth century monetary thought
↳http://departments.oxy.edu/philosophy/hs/issues/v10n2/rashid/rashid-v10n2.pdf [image: ]	0.28	0.96	0.12	yes	300	260	251	20	1	1	q -> david hume and eighteenth century monetary thought
departments.oxy.edu
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